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Living Streets wants a nation where walking is the natural choice for local, everyday 

journeys. Our mission is to achieve a better walking environment and inspire people to walk 

more.  

Executive Summary 

This is a report of the experience of the pedestrian on Gloucester Road, Bristol between its 

junctions with Zetland Road and Berkeley/Sommerville Roads, which forms a local high 

street for the semi-suburban district of Bishopston. Gloucester Road is a focus for 

pedestrians from all directions and a major traffic route from the north into Bristol. 

Volunteers walked the street on both sides looking at the walkability for people making 

their way to and from the shops, or passing on their way somewhere else, and recorded 

their observations, which highlight key issues and pointers to make the experience better 

for the pedestrian.  

This is a report by enthusiastic volunteers based on their direct experience. The Department 

for Transport’s Walking Route Audit Tool was not applied in this case due to resources. 

Further work will be required to record the experience of someone using a wheelchair or 

with visual impairment. 

The route was not always easy to follow with narrow, busy pavements in places. Also, there 

were obstacles to walking, narrow bits of pavement, street clutter and ruts in the footpath. 

There were other unnecessary obstacles presented by pavement parking and pavement 

cycling.  

The experience of the pedestrian could be improved by simple changes. Here is a list of the 

four top issues we identified: 

1. Install a new zebra crossing mid-way between the existing crossings approximately 

at Raglan Road, between the Post Office on one side and the Co-op on the other 

 

2. Fix the trip hazards throughout 

 

3. Install measures to curb pavement parking  
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4. Find a solution to commercial bin storage with local businesses to take the bins off 

the footpath 

 

The report is in three parts with an appendix: 

Report – Introduction, Findings & Recommendations 
Appendix – Feedback by volunteers on obstacles and benefits around the target site 

 

Introduction 

This is a report of the pedestrian experience on Gloucester Road, Bishopston, Bristol 

between junctions with Zetland Road and Berkeley/Sommerville Roads. Gloucester Road is a 

focus for the neighbouring districts of Bishopston, Redland, St Andrews and Horfield as well 

as being a major route (A38) from the north into Bristol. This section of Gloucester Road is 

lined with small businesses, including retail and food outlets.  

Volunteers walked Gloucester Road, during daylight hours, looking at the walkability for 

people making their way along the road to pass through or visit the shops from its junction 

with Zetland Road to its junction with Berkeley Road and Sommerville Road, where we 

crossed at the lights and walked back on the other side to Zetland Road. 

 

 

Looking north up Gloucester Road from the Zetland Road junction 
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Gloucester Road is identified as a major entity in Bristol’s list of forty-seven “high streets” 

and characterised by an emphasis on independent trading. The Gloucester Road/Zetland 

Road junction is 1.25 miles from the famous Nails at Corn Street in the city centre. 

Advocates for Gloucester Road claim that it is the UK’s longest street of independent shops. 

Our study covers about a third of the whole Gloucester Road “high street”. 

This walkability audit is not about the business character of the district. It is about 

identifying possible improvements to the walking environment that would enhance its 

amenity and desirability as a place to visit and shop. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Context 

 
‘Walkability’ – what it means  

Pedestrians (including wheelchair users) in an urban setting should use the pavements and 

are recommended to cross the road at designated and signposted places. Where this 

experience is easy, pleasant and safe, we would say that there is a high level of ‘walkability’. 

Where this experience is difficult, unpleasant or dangerous, we would say that there is a low 

level of ‘walkability’. And yet, walkability is subjective and will be different for the young, fit 

and nimble compared to the older, less fit and less mobile people. In addition, an area may 

be walkable by day, but much less so by night and, an otherwise high walkability route will 

be rendered less so by pavement cycling. A high level of walkability is a precursor to active 

Looking south towards 

the junction with 

Zetland Road. 

Nice, spacious and 

leafy pavement 

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/business-support-advice/high-streets
https://www.bristolsindependentdistrict.co.uk/
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and public modes of transport. Some people finding the street unwalkable may instead use 

a motor vehicle or stay at home.  

Living Streets – https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/what-we-do 

Living Streets wants a nation where walking is the natural choice for local, everyday 

journeys. Our mission is to achieve a better walking environment and inspire people to walk 

more. As a nation we’re walking a third less today than we did twenty years ago. Within a 

couple of generations, we’ve effectively engineered walking out of our lives. This report 

provides evidence of what needs to change to improve the experience of the pedestrian. 

Healthy streets - https://healthystreets.com/ 

The Healthy Streets Approach™, developed by Lucy Saunders through her research into the 
health impacts of transport, public realm and urban planning, is a useful pointer for 
volunteers auditing walkability. Lucy’s “10 Healthy Street Indicators”™ (in alphabetical 
order) are, 

• Clean air 

• Easy to cross 

• Everyone feels welcome 

• Not too noisy 

• People feel relaxed 

• People feel safe 

• People to choose to walk and cycle 

• Places to stop and rest 

• Shade and shelter 

• Things to see and do 

Department for Transport – walking route audit tool (www.gov.uk/government)  

The primary function of the Department of Transport’s Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT) IS 

to assess the current condition and suitability of a walking route. It uses a set of criteria to 

assess how well a route meets design requirements: attractiveness, comfort, directness, 

safety and coherence, each with subcategories totalling 20 criteria.   

Scoring for each criterion is “0” for poor provision, “1” for provision which is adequate but 
should be improved if possible and “2” for good quality provision. The Department for 
Transport has set 70% as the threshold for minimal provision (i.e. 28 points of a possible 40).  
 
On this occasion we were unable to find the resources to apply audit tool to sections of the 
study. This may be done when a revised version of the audit is conducted. 

 
Bristol Transport Strategy Consultation, September 2018: 
 

The Mayor of Bristol launched a consultation on a new transport strategy on 26th September 
2018. This strategy is designed to fit the requirements of the transport strategy for the West 

https://www.livingstreets.org.uk/what-we-do
https://healthystreets.com/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-cycling-and-walking-infrastructure-plans-technical-guidance-and-tools
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of England Combined Authority.  Documents are available on the Bristol City Council web-
site. Outcome 5 of the draft strategy is relevant to this report.  

 
Outcome 5: Walking to be safe, pleasant, accessible and the first choice for local 
journeys and combined with public transport for longer journeys.  

 
We want to make walking safe and attractive to connect people from their homes to 
local facilities and to public transport stops to connect to points across the city and 
beyond. Walking can feel unsafe if routes are not well lit or overlooked, or it can be 
unpleasant if a route is next to busy roads so we need to improve this. We are 
currently writing a plan with our West of England colleagues that sets out a walking 
network to make improvements across the region. We also plan to create a walking 
strategy for Bristol that contains more detail on this. 

 
Also relevant is Outcome 6 because bicycle use on the pavement is increasingly bringing 
down “walkability” for many pedestrians. 
 

Outcome 6: Cycling to be safe, simple, accessible and convenient, either as an 
option for the whole journey or as a part of a journey combined with public 
transport.  

 
We want to create safe cycling paths and lanes that everyone feels safe to cycle 
around the city. We want people of all ages and abilities to feel confident to be able 
to cycle to where they need to be across the city. We want people to be able to cycle 
to bus stops or rail stations and park their bikes safely and securely to get on the bus 
or train to connect to places that may be too far to cycle. We are currently writing a 
plan with our West of England colleagues that sets out a cycling network to make 
improvements across the region. We also plan to create a cycling strategy for Bristol 
that contains more detail on this. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://bristol.citizenspace.com/growth-regeneration/bristol-transport-strategy/
https://bristol.citizenspace.com/growth-regeneration/bristol-transport-strategy/
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The location of the study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The streets we walked 
 
Volunteers walked up the pavement on the west 
side of Gloucester Road from its junction with 
Zetland Road to the junction with Berkeley Road 
and Sommerville Road, crossed over and returned 
on the other side of the street to Zetland Road 
junction. The walk was on Wednesday, 26th June at 
2pm for about two hours. Five people contributed 
to the audit. 
 
 
Map showing section of Gloucester Road 
we walked 
 
 

  

The map above marks the location 

of Bristol in the UK. 

Gloucester Road is north of the 

city centre. The bit we walked is 

highlighted in orange on the map 

on the right. 

Start & Finish 

Turning point 

Corn Street 

Gloucester 

Road 
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Maps showing the route in more detail 
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Findings  

Here is a summary of what we found. The detail of findings is in the Appendix to this Report. 

Walking up and down Gloucester Road, we felt: 

1. Encouraged by sections of spacious pavement 

 

2. Encouraged by the presence of vegetation, including mature trees 

 

3. Pleased by the number of buses servicing stops on Gloucester Road 

 

4. Pleased by the restrictions to vehicle turns at Claremont and Overton Roads, which 

benefit the pedestrian 

 

5. Pleased to find a community noticeboard outside Tesco and another at Sainsburys 

 

6. Pleased by our experience of the light-controlled pedestrian crossing at Overton 

Road 

 

7. Pleased by the convenience of the zebra crossing between Shadwell Road and 

Brookfield Avenue 

 

8. Pleased by well-placed cycle racks parallel to the road that double as an inhibitor of 

pavement parking 

 

9. Inconvenienced and threatened by pavement parking  

 

10. Inconvenienced by pavement clutter, comprising A-boards and poorly positioned 

lamp posts 

 

11. Inconvenienced by poorly positioned cycle racks placed at right angles to the 

roadway, thus obstructing pedestrian flow 

 

12. Inconvenienced by commercial bins taking up space on the pavement 

 

13. Disappointed to find the spacious pavements attracting clutter - commercial bins, 

vehicles and front-of-shop displays 

 

14. Disappointed to find bus stops as an obstacle to the pedestrian due to proximity to 

other objects on the pavement 

 

15. Threatened by what resembles a continuous pavement across Claremont Road but is 

not actually a continuous pavement and not treated as such by vehicle drivers 
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16. Put at risk by multiple trip hazards on the footpath - loose paving, uneven paving, 

raised irons and failed repairs  

 

17. Inconvenienced by the distance between pedestrian crossing opportunities - it’s a 

long walk from the light-controlled crossing at Overton Road in either direction to 

•  the zebra crossing between Shadwell Road and Brookfield Avenue, and 

• the traffic-lights at Zetland Road junction 

 

18. Threatened by the speed of vehicles entering one-way streets (eg Raglan and 

Wolseley) from the main road 

 

19. Threatened by people on bicycles riding on the pavement 

  

20. Put at risk by the combination of a narrow access point to the rear of commercial 

premises and the narrow footpath (eg unnamed road just south of opposite 

Shadwell Road)   

 

21. Troubled by the air quality at the major road junction 

 

22. Inconvenienced by lack of information publicising accessible community toilets  

 

23. Disappointed by the lack of public benches 

 

24. Disappointed by the visual clutter in places, which detracts from the nice ambience 

created by the vegetation and commercial activity 

 

Recommendations to improve the pedestrian experience: 

Top four 

1. Install a new zebra crossing mid-way between the existing crossings, approximately 

at Raglan Road, between the Post Office on one side and the Co-op on the other 

 

2. Fix the trip hazards throughout 

 

3. Install measures to curb pavement parking  

 

4. Find a solution to commercial bin storage with local businesses to take the bins off 

the footpath 

 

The rest 

5. Find a solution to the hazard of A-boards by applying a consistent approach in line 

with Bristol City Council’s A-Board Guidelines (ie never reduce the footpath to less 
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than 1.8metres width) 

 

6. Ask the Highway Authority to adopt the practice of positioning individual bicycle 

racks parallel to the roadway so that bicycles are stored parallel to the roadway and 

not projecting across the footpath 

 

7. Investigate public/private ownership of the wide pavement and negotiate with 

business owners to refrain from driving on the footpath 

 

8. Give more thought to the installation of bus stops and shelters on the footpath so as 

not to become a barrier to through pedestrian traffic 

 

9. Ask the local authority to actively encourage businesses to participate in the 

Community Toilet Scheme and publicise availability (NB At present only the public 

library has signed up on this section of Gloucester Road and has no signage.) 

 

10. Improve pedestrian safety and flow by installing continuous pavement across minor 

road junctions 

 

11. Improve pedestrian safety at commercial rear access points (eg by Party Poppers) by 

making it clear that the vehicle is crossing the footpath where the pedestrian has 

priority 

 

12. Install more benches 

 

13. Plant more trees 

 

14. Check the air quality at the Gloucester Road/Zetland Road junction 

 

15. Publicise and create effective use of Fix My Street for reporting problems with 

hazards on the footpath 

Report compiled by the Living Streets Bristol Group 
Enquiries and feedback welcome: bristolgroup@livingstreets.org.uk 

 
Living Streets wants to create a walking nation, where everybody has the chance to gain from the 

health and social benefits this simple act can bring. Walking is also a vital ingredient of successful 

communities. Walkable towns and cities are often more vibrant socially and economically. Living 

Streets manages innovative national projects, working with schools, communities and workplaces to 

encourage more people to walk short journeys. WOW, our year-round walk to school challenge, is 

perhaps the most notable, capturing the imagination of children in over 4,000 schools. We work with 

local authorities to help them improve streets and neighbourhoods. And with our supporters we 

campaign for positive change and public policies that enliven our streets. 

End of the Report 
 

https://fixmystreet.bristol.gov.uk/
mailto:bristolgroup@livingstreets.org.uk

